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Opera can reveal something fundamental about a film, and film can do the same for an opera, argues Marcia J. Citron.
Structured by the categories of Style, Subjectivity, and Desire, this volume advances our understanding of the aesthetics
of the opera/film encounter. Case studies of a diverse array of important repertoire including mainstream film, opera-film,
and postmodernist pastiche are presented. Citron uses Werner Wolf's theory of intermediality to probe the roles of opera
and film when they combine. The book also refines and expands film-music functions, and details the impact of an
opera's musical style on the meaning of a film. Drawing on cinematic traditions of Hollywood, France, and Britain, the
study explores Coppola's Godfather trilogy, Jewison's Moonstruck, Nichols's Closer, Chabrol's La Cérémonie,
Schlesinger's Sunday, Bloody Sunday, Boyd's Aria, and Ponnelle's opera-films.
Michel Chion is renowned for his explorations of the significance of frequently overlooked elements of cinema,
particularly the role of sound. In this inventive and inviting book, Chion considers how cinema has deployed music. He
shows how music and film not only complement but also transform each other. The first section of the book examines film
music in historical perspective, and the second section addresses the theoretical implications of the crossover between
art forms. Chion discusses a vast variety of films across eras, genres, and continents, embracing all the different genres
of music that filmmakers have used to tell their stories. Beginning with live accompaniment of silent films in early movie
houses, the book analyzes Al Jolson’s performance in The Jazz Singer, the zither in The Third Man, Godard’s
patchwork sound editing, the synthesizer welcoming the flying saucer in Close Encounters of the Third Kind, and the
Kinshasa orchestra in Felicité, among many more. Chion considers both original scores and incorporation of preexisting
works, including the use and reuse of particular composers across cinematic traditions, the introduction of popular music
such as jazz and rock, and directors’ attraction to atonal and dissonant music as well as musique concrète, of which he
is a composer. Wide-ranging and original, Music in Cinema offers a welcoming overview for students and general
readers as well as refreshingly new and valuable perspectives for film scholars.
Printed versions of instrumental film scores can be quite difficult to find, and in many cases the arrangements cited in this
book are the only available printed manifestations. The text presents virtually every major film composer, including Max
Steiner, Erich Wolfgang Korngold, Bernard Hermann, Jerry Goldsmith, and John Williams."
With nearly 400 scores to his credit, Ennio Morricone is one of the most prolific and influential film composers working
today. In Composing for the Cinema, Morricone and musicologist Sergio Miceli present a series of lectures on the
composition and analysis of film music. Adapted from several lectures and seminars, these lessons show how sound
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design can be analyzed and offer a variety of musical solutions to many different kinds of film. Drawing upon scores by
himself and others, the composer also provides insight into his relationships with many of the directors with whom he has
collaborated, including Sergio Leone, Giuseppe Tornatore, Franco Zeffirelli, Warren Beatty, Ridley Scott, Roland Joffé,
the Taviani Brothers, and others. Delivered in a conversational mode that is both comprehensible and interesting, this
groundbreaking work intertwines analysis with practical details of film music composition.
Looks at the life, career, and times of the prolific, Academy Award-winning Hollywood songwriter, documenting and
illustrating the films on which he worked, from 1933's 42nd Street to 1961's Ladies' Man
"The editing of music in Fellini's first films represents an entirely new approach to cinematic sound. The sophistication
and complexity of Fellini's soundtracks far surpasses the neorealist models that are often assumed to form the practical
foundation of Fellini's earliest works, and an analysis of the editing of music in these films reveals extraordinary
innovation in the pairing of music and visual image."--BOOK JACKET.
Nino Rota is one of the most important composers in the history of cinema. Both popular and prolific, he wrote some of
the most cherished and memorable of all film music – for The Godfather Parts I and II, The Leopard, the Zeffirelli
Shakespeares, nearly all of Fellini and for more than 140 popular Italian movies. Yet his music does not quite work in the
way that we have come to assume music in film works: it does not seek to draw us in and identify, nor to overwhelm and
excite us. In itself, in its pretty but reticent melodies, its at once comic and touching rhythms, and in its relation to what's
on screen, Rota's music is close and affectionate towards characters and events but still restrained, not detached but
ironically attached. In this major new study of Rota's film career, Richard Dyer gives a detailed account of Rota's
aesthetic, suggesting it offers a new approach to how we understand both film music and feeling and film more broadly.
He also provides a first full account in English of Rota's life and work, linking it to notions of plagiarism and pastiche,
genre and convention, irony and narrative. Rota's practice is related to some of the major ways music is used in film,
including the motif, musical reference, underscoring and the difference between diegetic and non-diegetic music,
revealing how Rota both conforms to and undermines standard conceptions. In addition, Dyer considers the issue of gay
cultural production, Rota's favourte genre, comedy, and his productive collaboration with the director Federico Fellini.
In this comprehensive guide, some of the world's leading scholars consider the issues, films, and filmmakers that have
given Italian cinema its enduring appeal. Readers will explore the work of such directors as Federico Fellini, Michelangelo
Antonioni, and Roberto Rossellini as well as a host of subjects including the Italian silent screen, the political influence of
Fascism on the movies, lesser known genres such as the giallo (horror film) and Spaghetti Western, and the role of
women in the Italian film industry. Italian Cinema from the Silent Screen to the Digital Image explores recent
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developments in cinema studies such as digital performance, the role of media and the Internet, neuroscience in film
criticism, and the increased role that immigrants are playing in the nation's cinema.
A History of Italian Cinema, 2nd edition is the much anticipated update from the author of the bestselling Italian Cinema which has been published in four landmark editions and will celebrate its 35th anniversary in 2018. Building upon
decades of research, Peter Bondanella and Federico Pacchioni reorganize the current History in order to keep the book
fresh and responsive not only to the actual films being created in Italy in the twenty-first century but also to the rapidly
changing priorities of Italian film studies and film scholars. The new edition brings the definitive history of the subject,
from the birth of cinema to the present day, up to date with a revised filmography as well as more focused attention on
the melodrama, the crime film, and the historical drama. The book is expanded to include a new generation of directors
as well as to highlight themes such as gender issues, immigration, and media politics. Accessible, comprehensive, and
heavily illustrated throughout, this is an essential purchase for any fan of Italian film.
This is the first book-length study of the narratology of film music, and an indispensable resource for anyone researching
or studying film music or film narratology. It surveys the so far piecemeal discussion of narratological concepts in film
music studies, and tries to (cautiously) systematize them, and to expand and refine them with reference to ideas from
general narratology and film narratology (including contributions from German-language literature less widely known in
Anglophone scholarship). The book goes beyond the current focus of film music studies on the distinction between
diegetic and nondiegetic music (music understood to be or not to be part of the storyworld of a film), and takes into
account different levels of narration: from the extrafictional to ‘focalizations’ of subjectivity, and music’s many and
complex movements between them. The conceptual toolkit proposed in the first part of the book is put to the text in a
series of case studies: of numbers in film musicals; of music and sound in horror films; and of music and narrative
structures in, among others, films by Sergio Leone, The Truman Show, Breakfast at Tiffany’s and Far from Heaven.
THE ITALIAN CINEMA BOOK is an essential guide to the most important historical, aesthetic and cultural aspects of
Italian cinema, from 1895 to the present day. With contributions from 39 leading international scholars, the book is
structured around six chronologically organised sections: THE SILENT ERA (1895–22) THE BIRTH OF THE TALKIES
AND THE FASCIST ERA (1922–45) POSTWAR CINEMATIC CULTURE (1945–59) THE GOLDEN AGE OF ITALIAN
CINEMA (1960–80) AN AGE OF CRISIS, TRANSITION AND CONSOLIDATION (1981 TO THE PRESENT) NEW
DIRECTIONS IN CRITICAL APPROACHES TO ITALIAN CINEMA Acutely aware of the contemporary 'rethinking' of
Italian cinema history, Peter Bondanella has brought together a diverse range of essays which represent the cutting edge
of Italian film theory and criticism. This provocative collection will provide the film student, scholar or enthusiast with a
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comprehensive understanding of the major developments in what might be called twentieth-century Italy's greatest and
most original art form.
The Soundtrack Album: Listening to Media offers the first sustained exploration of the soundtrack album as a distinctive
form of media. Soundtrack albums have been part of our media and musical landscape for decades, enduring across
formats from vinyl and 8-tracks to streaming playlists. This book makes the case that soundtrack albums are more than
promotional tools for films, television shows, or video games— they are complex media texts that reward a detailed
analysis. The collection’s contributors explore a diverse range of soundtrack albums, from Super Fly to Stranger Things,
revealing how these albums change our understanding of the music and film industries and the audio-visual relationships
that drive them. An excellent resource for students of Music, Media Studies, and Film/Screen Media courses, The
Soundtrack Album offers interdisciplinary perspectives and opens new areas for exploration in music and media studies.
Miguel Mera and David Burnand present a volume that explores specific European filmic texts, composers and
approaches to film scoring that have hitherto been neglected. Films involving British, French, German, Greek, Irish,
Italian, Polish and Spanish composers are considered in detail. Important issues that permeate all the essays involve the
working relationship of composer and director, the dialectic between the diegetic and non-diegetic uses of music in films,
the music-image synergism and the levels of realism that are created by the audio-visual mix.
Nino Rota was a prolific composer of twentieth-century film and concert music, including the Concerto for bassoon and
orchestra in b-flat major. Composing over 150 film scores for directors such as Federico Fellini, Francis Ford Coppola,
Henry Cass, King Vidor and Franco Zeffirelli, Rota received distinguished acclaim from several film institutions,
professional film reviewers and film music experts for his contributions to the art form. Rota also composed a great deal
of diverse repertoire for the concert stage (ballet, opera, incidental music, concerti, symphonies, as well as several
chamber works). The purpose of this analysis is to emphasize the expressive charm and accessibility of his concerto in
the bassoon repertoire. The matter of this analysis of the Concerto for bassoon and orchestra concentrates on a single
concerto from his concert repertoire completed in 1977, two years before Rota's death. The discussion includes a brief
introduction to Nino Rota and his accomplishments as a musician and film composer, and a detailed outline of the motivic
and structural events of contained in each movement of the concerto. The shape of the work is analyzed both in detailed
discussion and by the use of charts, including reduced score figures of excerpts of the piece, which illustrate significant
thematic events and relationships. The analysis reveals how Rota uses lyrical thematic material in a consistently, and he
develops the music by creating melodic sequences and varied repetitions of thematic material. He is comfortable writing
several forms, as indicated by the first movement, Toccata - a sonata-type form; the second movement, Recitativo,
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opening with a cadenza and followed by a theme and brief development; and the third movement, a theme (Andantino)
and set of six variations. Rota's writing also includes contrapuntal techniques such as imitation, inversion, retrograde and
augmentation, all creating expressive interest during thematic development. It is clear from the discussion that Rota is an
accomplished, well-studied and lyrical composer. This analysis will inform the bassoonist and conductor, and aid in
developing a fondness for the Concerto for bassoon and orchestra and perhaps other concert works.
Abstract: Nino Rota was most well known as a composer of film music, notably The Godfather Parts I & II. He also
composed music for several other films including the Italian comedy Fortunella. This score has been credited as the
reason the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences declined to nominate Rota for Best Original Music for The
Godfather due to similarities between the two soundtracks. Because of this, scholars such as Franco Sciannameo and
Marcia Citron have compared the two films. In this paper, I will introduce a piece of Rota’s concert music into this
discussion, his Concerto per Trombone e Orchestra . This concerto connects the films chronologically: it was composed
in 1966, eight years after Fortunella and six years before The Godfather. I will examine several themes of these three
pieces using the literary element of intertextuality to show how they relate to one another.
? Charlie Chaplin the actor is universally synonymous with his beloved Tramp character. Chaplin the director is
considered one of the great auteurs and innovators of cinema history. Less well known is Chaplin the composer, whose
instrumental theme for Modern Times (1936) later became the popular standard "Smile," a Billboard hit for Nat "King"
Cole in 1954. Chaplin was prolific yet could not read or write music. It took a rotating cast of talented musicians to
translate his unorthodox humming, off-key singing, and amateur piano and violin playing into the singular orchestral
vision he heard in his head. Drawing on numerous transcriptions from 60 years of original scores, this comprehensive
study reveals the untold story of Chaplin the composer and the string of famous (and not-so-famous) musicians he
employed, giving fresh insight into his films and shedding new light on the man behind the icon.
This book explores music/sound-image relationships in non-mainstream screen repertoire from the earliest examples of
experimental audiovisuality to the most recent forms of expanded and digital technology. It challenges presumptions of
visual primacy in experimental cinema and rethinks screen music discourse in light of the aesthetics of non-commercial
imperatives. Several themes run through the book, connecting with and significantly enlarging upon current critical
discourse surrounding realism and audibility in the fiction film, the role of music in mainstream cinema, and the
audiovisual strategies of experimental film. The contributors investigate repertoires and artists from Europe and the USA
through the critical lenses of synchronicity and animated sound, interrelations of experimentation in image and sound,
audiovisual synchresis and dissonance, experimental soundscape traditions, found-footage film, re-mediation of prePage 5/10
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existent music and sound, popular and queer sound cultures, and a diversity of radical technological, aesthetic, tropes in
film media traversing the work of early pioneers such as Walther Ruttmann and Len Lye, through the mid-century
innovations of Norman McLaren, Stan Brakhage, Lis Rhodes, Kenneth Anger, Andy Warhol, and studio collectives in
Poland, to latter-day experimentalists John Smith and Bill Morrison, as well as the contemporary practices of Vjing.
Music plays an integral role in the experience of film, television, video games, and other media—yet for many directors,
producers, and media creators, working with music can be a baffling and intimidating process. The Film and Media
Creators’ Guide to Music bridges the gap between musical professionals and the creators of film and other media
projects, establishing a shared language while demystifying this collaborative journey. Organized with a modular chapter
structure, the book covers fundamental topics including: Why (and when) to use music in a project How to talk about
music Licensing existing music Commissioning original music Working with a composer Geared toward emerging and
established creators alike, this book takes a practical approach to the process of finding the best music for all forms of
moving image. The Film and Media Creators’ Guide to Music offers hands-on advice for media creators, providing
readers with the confidence to approach the planning, commissioning, creation, and placement of music in their projects
with the awareness, understanding, and vocabulary that will enable them to be better collaborators and empowered
storytellers. For students and professionals working across film and media, this book is the essential guide to using music
creatively and effectively.
This book offers an approach to film music in which music and visuals are seen as equal players in the game. The field of
Film-Music Studies has been increasingly dominated by musicologists and this book brings the discipline back squarely
into the domain of Film Studies. Blending Neoformalism with Gestalt Psychology and Leonard B. Meyer's musicology,
this study treats music as a cinematic element and offers scholars and students of both music and film a set of tools to
help them analyse the wide ranging impact that music has in films.
"Put briefly, this is a superb collection of essays. They are lucidly and eloquently written, and make their points with wit
and clarity. They are full of perceptive, highly stimulating, and occasionally provocative illustrations of how practice
connects to theory (and vice versa) without getting bogged down in academic language. The contributors include a
combination of exceptionally admired film music scholars, and of musicologists renowned for their keen insights into the
cultural contexts of music production and reception. This book is an excellent resource and compelling read."—Derek B.
Scott, author of From the Erotic to the Demonic: On Critical Musicology
Deals with issue of sound in audio-visual images
This volume includes an introductory study placing the collaboration of Fellini and Rota on La Dolce Vita in context and
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illustrating the compositional process, taking into account the intermediary phase of the short scores. Facsimile
reproductions of a rich cross-section of sources, each accompanied by critical commentary, form a major part of this
book. Non-musical documents such as letters between Rota and publishers concerning the alleged plagiarism of Kurt
Weill as well as press cuttings make it possible to reconstruct some episodes in the composition and reception of Rota's
music. Notebooks containing Rota's first verbal and musical annotations concerning La Dolce Vita and manuscripts
comprising the definitive version of the score, are accompanied by cases of re-orchestration, re-elaborations of single
episodes and piano reductions which will shed new light on the reception of Rota's music independently of the Fellini film.
Film Music in the Sound Era: A Research and Information Guide offers a comprehensive bibliography of scholarship on
music in sound film (1927–2017). Thematically organized sections cover historical studies, studies of musicians and
filmmakers, genre studies, theory and aesthetics, and other key aspects of film music studies. Broad coverage of works
from around the globe, paired with robust indexes and thorough cross-referencing, make this research guide an
invaluable tool for all scholars and students investigating the intersection of music and film. This guide is published in two
volumes: Volume 1: Histories, Theories, and Genres covers overviews, historical surveys, theory and criticism, studies of
film genres, and case studies of individual films. Volume 2: People, Cultures, and Contexts covers individual people,
social and cultural studies, studies of musical genre, pedagogy, and the industry. A complete index is included in each
volume.
In this updated and expanded edition of The Invisible Art of Film Music, Laurence MacDonald provides a comprehensive
introduction to film music for the general student, the film historian, and the aspiring cinematographer. This volume is a
historically structured account of the evolution of music in films and the development of the films themselves. Arranged
as a chronological survey from the silent era to the present day, this volume offers readers insight into the vital
contribution film scores have made.
This book offers a fresh approach to British film music by tracing the influence of Britain’s musical heritage on the film scores of this era.
From the celebration of landscape and community encompassed by pastoral music and folk song, and the connection of both with the English
Musical Renaissance, to the mystical strains of choral sonorities and the stirring effects of the march, this study explores the significance of
music in British film culture. With detailed analyses of the work of such key filmmakers as Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger, Laurence
Olivier and Carol Reed, and composers including Ralph Vaughan Williams, William Walton and Brian Easdale, this systematic and in-depth
study explores the connotations these musical styles impart to the films and considers how each marks them with a particularly British
inflection.
Relatively little has been written about film scores and soundtracks outside of Hollywood cinema. Hollywood Theory, Non-Hollywood Practice
addresses this gap by looking at the practices of film soundtrack composition for non-Hollywood films made after 1980. Annette Davison
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argues that since the mid-1970s the model of the classical Hollywood score has functioned as a form of dominant ideology in relation to
which alternative scoring and soundtrack practices may assert themselves. The first part of the book explores some of the key theoretical
issues and debates in film studies and film music studies. The second part comprises a series of case studies of non-Hollywood scores.
Starting with Jean Luc Godard's Prm: Carmen (1983), Davison argues that the film's score offers a deconstruction of the relationship between
sound and image proposed by classical Hollywood film. Derek Jarman's The Garden (1990) takes the debate a step further in its exploration
of the possibility that a film's soundtrack may be liberated from slavery to the image track. Wings of Desire (1987) directed by Wim Wenders
offers, Davison believes, a negotiation between classical and alternative scoring and soundtrack practices; while David Lynch's Wild at Heart
(1990) actually fully integrates scoring and soundtrack practices so that sounds and dialogue are used in musical ways. Seeking to stimulate
debate about the aesthetics and interpretation of film scores and soundtracks in general, this book develops an important synthesis of film
studies and musicology.
Nino RotaMusic, Film and FeelingBloomsbury Publishing
Outlines the importance of music in movies, giving examples of the relationship's history, some of the greatest triumphs of music and film,
and some of the people that have created the songs and scores
This volumes reintroduces critics, film musicologists, cinemagoers, and fans of Francis Ford Coppola's cinema and Nino Rota's music to the
events that led to the realization of the three films that make up The Godfather Trilogy, commenting on their significance both musically and
culturally. Released in 1972, 1974, and 1990 respectively, Coppola's three-part saga is one of the greatest artistic accomplishments (and
financial successes) in the history of Hollywood cinema.
Federico Fellini entered the pantheon of 20th-Century artists for his path-breaking films like, La dolce vita (1960) and Otto e mezzo (1963).
However, it was with Amarcord (1973), that Fellini achieved universal fame. That celebration of youth and memory transcends all barriers of
ethnic origin and national belonging by simply appealing to human commonalities. Similarly, Nino Rota's music, an integral part of this film,
eludes cultural boundaries by blending learned and popular musical styles - as in a folk-opera in which stories or episodes are expressed
through song and dance representative of everyday life. By juxta-posing music and images, their own creative personae and their youth as it
relates to our collective memories, Fellini and Rota made this film about remembering youth an unforgettable experience for generations of
viewers and listeners. This monograph is of interest to scholars of music, cinema, and cultural studies. This book is packed with information
of the most specific and scholarly precision, written with clarity and verve...a valuable book.
Songs take up space and time in films. Richard Dyer's In the Space of a Song takes off from this perception, arguing that the way songs take
up space indicates a great deal about the songs themselves, the nature of the feelings they present, and who is allowed to present feelings
how, when and where. In the Space of a Song explores this perception through a range of examples, from classic MGM musicals to
blaxploitation cinema, with the career of Lena Horne providing a turning point in the cultural dynamics of the feeling. Chapters include: The
perfection of Meet Me in St. Louis A Star Is Born and the construction of authenticity ‘I seem to find the happiness I seek’: Heterosexuality
and dance in the musical The space of happiness in the musical Singing prettily: Lena Horne in Hollywood Is Car Wash a musical? Music and
presence in blaxploitation cinema In the Space of a Song is ideal for both scholars and students of film studies.
The Historical Dictionary of Popular Music contains a chronology, an introduction, an appendix, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary
section has over 1000 cross-referenced entries on major figures across genres, definitions of genres, technical innovations and surveys of
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countries and regions.

Double Lives: Film Composers in the Concert Hall is a collection of fifteen essays dealing with ‘iconic’ film composers who,
perhaps to the surprise of many fans of film music, nevertheless maintained lifelong careers as composers for the concert hall.
Featured composers include Erich Wolfgang Korngold, Franz Waxman, Miklós Rózsa, Bernard Herrmann, Nino Rota, Leonard
Rosenman, and Ennio Morricone. Progressing in chronological order, the chapters offer accounts of the various composers’
concert-hall careers and descriptions of their concert-hall styles. Each chapter compares the composer’s music for films with his
or her music for the concert hall, and speculates as to how music in one arena might have affected music in the other. For each
composer discussed in the book, complete filmographies and complete works lists are included as appendices. Double Lives: Film
Composers in the Concert Hall is accessible for scholars, researchers, and general readers with an interest in film music and
concert music.
For nearly half a century, Roger Ebert’s wide knowledge, keen judgment, prodigious energy, and sharp sense of humor made him
America’s most renowned and beloved film critic. From Ebert’s Pulitzer Prize to his star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame, from his
astonishing output of daily reviews to his pioneering work on television with Gene Siskel, his was a career in cinema criticism
without peer. Arriving fifty years after Ebert published his first film review in 1967, this second edition of Awake in the Dark collects
Ebert’s essential writings into a single, irresistible volume. Featuring new Top Ten Lists and reviews of the years’ finest films
through 2012, this edition allows both fans and film buffs to bask in the best of an extraordinary lifetime’s work. Including reviews
from The Godfather to GoodFellas and interviews with everyone from Martin Scorsese to Meryl Streep, as well as showcasing
some of Ebert’s most admired essays—among them a moving appreciation of John Cassavetes and a loving tribute to the virtues
of black-and-white films—Ebert’s Awake in the Dark is a treasure trove not just for fans of this era-defining critic, but for anyone
desiring a compulsively readable chronicle of the silver screen. Stretching from the dramatic rise of rebel Hollywood and the
heyday of the auteur to the triumph of blockbuster films such as Star Wars and Raiders of the Lost Ark, to the indie revolution that
is still with us today, Awake in the Dark reveals a writer whose exceptional intelligence and daily bursts of insight and enthusiasm
helped shape the way we think about the movies. But more than this, Awake in the Dark is a celebration of Ebert’s inimitable
voice—a voice still cherished and missed.
In this essay the author tries a possible analysis and interpretation of the music composed by Nino Rota for "Orchestra
Rehearsal," the documentary film made in 1979 by Federico Fellini. The author of this essay, for its proposal of analysis and
interpretation of Fellini / Rota masterpiece, refers to the latest analytical methods of film music (especially the ones taken by
Sergio Miceli, from which it takes its cue for Perugini your work) considering the performed music, in effect, as a major artistic
resources of the twentieth century.
Includes music.
Film music is as old as cinema itself. Years before synchronized sound became the norm, projected moving images were shown
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to musical accompaniment, whether performed by a lone piano player or a hundred-piece orchestra. Today film music has become
its own industry, indispensable to the marketability of movies around the world. Film Music: A Very Short Introduction is a compact,
lucid, and thoroughly engaging overview written by one of the leading authorities on the subject. After opening with a fascinating
analysis of the music from a key sequence in Quentin Tarantino's Reservoir Dogs, Kathryn Kalinak introduces readers not only to
important composers and musical styles but also to modern theoretical concepts about how and why film music works. Throughout
the book she embraces a global perspective, examining film music in Asia and the Middle East as well as in Europe and the
United States. Key collaborations between directors and composers--Alfred Hitchcock and Bernard Herrmann, Akira Kurosawa
and Fumio Hayasaka, Federico Fellini and Nino Rota, to name only a few--come under scrutiny, as do the oft-neglected practices
of the silent film era. She also explores differences between original film scores and compilation soundtracks that cull music from
pre-existing sources. As Kalinak points out, film music can do many things, from establishing mood and setting to clarifying plot
points and creating emotions that are only dimly realized in the images. This book illuminates the many ways it accomplishes
those tasks and will have its readers thinking a bit more deeply and critically the next time they sit in a darkened movie theater and
music suddenly swells as the action unfolds onscreen. About the Series: Combining authority with wit, accessibility, and style, Very
Short Introductions offer an introduction to some of life's most interesting topics. Written by experts for the newcomer, they
demonstrate the finest contemporary thinking about the central problems and issues in hundreds of key topics, from philosophy to
Freud, quantum theory to Islam.
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